
Modeling AirtankerFlight Distance between Concurrent Fires: The
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Abstract: Airtankers, while actively engaging in initial attack, are sometimes reassigned and flown directly to
another randomly occurring initial attack fire. Airtanker system planning that means to incorporate this
fire-to-fire transfer activity needs information about the flight distance between these randomly located fires.
Moments of the distance distribution, derived in this article, can be used to characterize and evaluate fire-to-fire
airtanker dispatch within and between protection areas. A hypothetical example illustrates how a proposed
change in an airtanker protection zone can affect not only airbase-to-fire flight distance but also fire-to-fire flight
distance. In this example, the expected airbase-to-frre distance and the expected total transfer-flight distance are
both significantly reduced, but at the same time, somewhat unexpectedly, the average fire-to-fire flight distance
actually increases. The discovery and quantification of such unanticipated results can potentially influence
airtanker system design. These key system design parameters can now be obtained through the exceedingly fast
and accurate analytical methods presented here. FOR. SCI. 54(1):47-57.
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A
s RECOUNTED IN A PREVIOUS ARTICLE (Greulich
2003), the managerial utility of wildland fire re

. source allocation models depends fundamentally
on the accurate description and estimation of travel dis
tances. to -initial attack fires. That article and a subsequent
one (Greulich 2005) showed how two airtanker flight dis
tance parameters, the expected flight distance and the vari
ance of flight distance, can be determined with incompara
ble speed and accuracy using closed form equations. This
third article addresses the determination of these flight
distance parameters for randomly located points within po
lygonal regions and thus concludes the analytical develop
ment of closed form equations for these flight distance
parameters.

Some previous research has beeJ;1 done on the calculation
of random distance parameters within and between polyg
onal regions. An overview of this research begins the pre
sentation. Mter this review, an example, taken from the first
article of the series and extended, provides an introduction
to the specific airtanker transfer topic of interest. Provided
with a motivational problem description, the reader who is
interested in the analytical development may, at this point in
the presentation, consult the detailed development of a
general solution in the appendixes. The main body of the
article continues with verification of the analytical solution
and its software iniplementation. The presentation then
moves to an analytical solution and interpretation of the
illustrative airtanker transfer problem. Some thoughts on
possible future research directions conclude the article.

Previous Research

The role of airtankers iIi initial attack and the work of
analysts. in the modeling of this fire control activity have
previously been discusse9 (Greulich 2003). The issue of

fire-to-fire transfer of airtankers has not been the subject of
much prior research, and readers are referred to Greulich
(2005) for a discussion of the limited work published on this
aspect of airtanker modeling.

Some research results on the statistical description of the
distance between randomly located points within and be
tween planar regions have been previously reported in the
literature. In 1877 Professor Morgan Crofton presented a
general formula for the mean value of the distance between
two points taken at random within a convex area. Much
later, Santal6 (1979) used this result to obtain the expected
distance between two random points within a circle, an
equilateral triangle, and a rectangle. It was Ghosh (1943a),
however, who appears to have given the first explicit for
mulation of the mean and variance equations for random
distances within any rectangle. Before Ghosh, Borel (1925)
had presented derivations of the distribution function for the
random distance within a circle, a triangle, and a square. His
derivation for the circle is correct, as confirmed by Kendall
and Moran (1963). However, his derived distribution func
tion for the square is seen to be incomplete compared with
the density function correctly derived and used for the
calculation· of moments by Ghosh. Similarly incomplete is
Borel's derivation for the distribution function of a general
triangle. That deficiency in the derivation also nullifies his
proposed evaluation procedure for random distances within
a general, convex polygonal region. Borel's fundamental
error is a failure to account for discontinuities that occur
within the range of the random distance variable. This
characteristic. of triangular and rectangular figures, in con
trast to the distance continuity provided by a circle, is
essential to the complete and, therefore, correct derivation.
Ghosh recognized and appropriately incorporated this dis
continuity into his derivations. Ruben (1978), motivated by
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AIRTANKER INITIAL-ATTACK ZONE

Figure 1. Hypothetical ATIA protection zone defined by four polyg
onal regions, one of which, A, is a protection-excluded enclave.

the selected partition. For purposes of this development, all
initial attack fire starts across the protection region are
assumed to be independently distributed [2].

In the second article of this series (Greulich 2005), it was
reported from the literature that there are circumstances
under which airtankers may be transferred between two
initial attack fires. For purposes of modeling airtanker sys
tem performance with greater accuracy it is desirable to
numerically describe the randomly occurring transfer dis
tance between initial attack fires. This information can be of
special interest when one is evaluating different airtanker
types, initial attack boundaries, or airtanker dispatch rules.
An accurate numerical characterization of the fire-to-fire
flight distance is anticipated to be ofeven greater relevance
if these transfers tend to occur during periods of extreme
fire conditions and concomitant congestion of the initial
attack system (Islam and Martell 1998). It is during these
"fire flaps" that airtanker allocation decisions are most
likely to have major consequences in fire control efforts.

In this second article a procedure was giv~n for calcu
lating the flight distance parameters for fire starts on por
tions of the initial attack protection area that can be most
effectively described by line segments. Of even greater
interest and modeling utility, however, is the statistical
characterization of the random flight distance between fire
start locations within and between portions of the protection
zone that are best described by polygonal regions. The
protection zone shown in Figure 1 provides an illustrative,
hypothetical example of this modeling situation.

In fire-control planning scenarios, airbase zones of initial
attack jurisdiction may be redefined during plan develop
ment and evaluation. As initial attack boundaries are re
drawn, the expected performance of airtankers stationed at
the airbase changes. Changes in protection area boundaries
almost certainly lead to changes in dispatch distances and
with these changes in airtanker flight distance come atten
dant changes in system performance. One simple hypothet
ical planning scenario might involve the reassignment of
initial attack responsibility for the partitioned area labeled D
in Figure 1 to an adjacent airbase. To better understand the
impact of such a reallocation of initial attackjurisdiction, its
impact on airbase-to-fire dispatch distances should be con
sidered. Likewise, the impact of changes in fire-to-fire flight
distance should also be considered, if that dispatch practice
is likely to occur. The proposed analytical procedure of this
article, when applied to this example, can illustrate its
potential role in such planning.

The Analytical Procedure

An analytical procedure has been developed and soft
ware written to calculate the first two population moments
about the origin for the random distance between any two
polygonal regions in the plane [3]. The two polygonal
regions may be spatially separated or overlapping in all or
part. The individual regions themselves can be disjoint and
(or) have excluded enclaves; in short, there are no convexity
limitations on the individual polygonal regions.

The derivation of the analytical results follows the same
general approach used in lh~,rreceding article (Greulich
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An Illustrative Example

In a previous article (Greulich 2003) a hypothetical air
tanker initial attack (ATIA) zone was described. That pro
tection zone is reproduced here in Figure 1 [1]. An airbase,
indicated with a starburst in Figure 1, is located at coordi
nate location (400,400); these coordinates are given in ki
lometers east and north of the coordinate system origin. For
this location the expected one-way flight distance from the
airbase to an initial attack fire was, in the previous article,
determined to be 196 km, and the SD was determined to be
77.4 km. These are exact population parameter values, to
the given number of significant digits, for the statistical
distribution of random flight distances under the assumed
fire-start conditions; viz., the polygonal partition within
which a fire starts is randomly determined according to the
specified partition probability and, given the partition, the
precise point of fire start is determined by a continuous
uniform probability distribution defined across the area of

the many practical applications for the moments of random
distances between polygons, presented a lengthy procedure
for their calculation. Unfortunately, his procedure is not
easily applied, and what testing has been reported raises
doubts about its results. Vaughan (1984), a renown re
searcher in transportation science, wrote that Ruben's for- .
mulas "are far too cumbersome for practical use" and later
determined that the formulas give "poor results in certain
common configurations" (Vaughan 1987). A more recent
publication is that of Okabe and Miller (1996), who give a
formula and computational procedure to calculate the aver
age distance between two polygons. They apply their for
mula and procedure to square elements in a variety of
configurations. Their results and those of other researchers
are reported and compared during the verification process
described in this article.
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example, to verify the mean value to three decimal places by
numerical integration for the first entry of Table 2, it took a
Fortran program approximately 55 seconds on a Pentium 4
(2.53 GHz) computer. With the procedure of this article
used in a Fortran program the exact answer was calculated
in approximately 0.055 second on the same computer. This
comparative result, however, limited as it is, shows a 3
order-of-magnitude difference in the time requirements for
this particular computation. All values shown in this article
have been conftrmed by numerical integration to the num
ber of significant figures shown, with rounding of the last
digit.

Results given by the analytical model are invariant with
respect to coordinate system placement., The same results
given in Table 2 may be obtained using the ,coordinates
listed in Table 3. These are new coordinates for Figure 2
after translation and rotation. The origin of the coordinate
system is now interior to the figure which has vertices in all
four quadrants. This computational invariance is an impor
tant practical aspect of the analytical procedure.

Figure 2. Plotted regions for analyzing alternative region·to·region
configurations for random distance moment calculations.
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Illustrative Example Continued

As mentioned, one possible reconfiguration of the orig
inal ATIA protection zone might involve removing area D
from the protection zone, of the airbase (Figure 1). An
immediate question of interest to planners might be the

2005). This development is detailed in Appendix A, in
which the first two moments are derived for the length of a
line segment between two points. Each point is randomly
located within a trapezoidal area. All trapezoids are
uniquely oriented for this analysis; they have two opposite
sides that parallel the y-axis and a base formed by the x-axis.
No other restrictions apply; e.g., the trapezoids may overlap
or be spatially separated. For convenience and clarity of
exposition they are shown in the first quadrant of the coor
dinate system, but that is not required.

These analytical results for trapezoids are readily ex
tended to general polygonal regions using the familiar co
ordinate area formula. The use of the coordinate area for
mula in this particular application is described in Appendix
B. The fundamental computational requirement of the pro
cedure is made clear at this point. All combinations of sides
for the two polygonal regions must be evaluated; i.e., if one
region has m sides and the other n, then mn combinations'
must be evaluated. This computational requirement for the
general region-to-region problem has been identified previ
ously by Okabe and Miller (1996).

Verification of the proposed analytical procedure is
based on a comparison with previously published results
and procedures given by other authors and by the results of
an independently developed numerical analysis model. The
analytical and numerical results reported by Ghosh (1943a,
1943b, 1951) have been independently derived and calcu
lated many times (Oser 1976, Conolly 1981, Gaboune et al.
1993). The only results found in the literature that conflict
with those given by Ghosh and by the other researchers
cited here are those presented in Okabe and Miller (1996),
who seemed to be unaware of previous research on this
specific topic. Given overwhelming conftrmation of
Ghosh's results, they are presented in Table 1 for a side
by-side comparison with results from the analytical model
proposed in this article.

Results from the analytic model for more complex trans
fer region conftgurations were verified using the numerical
integration model described in Appendix C. Various inter
and intra-area transfer configurations were formed and an
alyzed using the coordinate points mapped in Figure 2.
Table 2 gives the results obtained from the program when it
was applied to the indicated configurations. Numerical in
tegration for confirmation of the results beyond three dec
imal places generally proved to be too time-consuming. For

Verification of the Procedure

Table 1. Comparison of the results reported by Ghosh with those calculated using the proposed analytical procedure of this article

Mean, Mean, Variance, Variance,
taken from calculated by taken frorn calculated by

Configuration Ghosh (1951) the author Ghosh (1943a) the author

1 X 1 square 0.521 0.521 0.061 0.061
1 X 2 rectangle 0.804 0.805 0.084a 0.186
2 adjacent 1 X 1 squares 1.088 1.088 NA 0.149
2 diagonal 1 X 1 squaresb 1.473 1.474 NA 0.162

"'Ibis is a misprint in Ghosh (l943a); the corrected value using Ghosh's equations is 0.186. Other minor differences are due to rounding of the current
author's analytically calculated values to three decimal places.
bThe two squares touch at a common vertex on a shared diagonal.
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations calculated for different polygon configurations

Transfer configuration Mean SD
as taken from Figure 2 Comment f-L (J

123451 ~ 123451 Transfer within a single nonconvex region 7.185 3.821
1231 ~ 1241 Transfer between two regions, one of which is 5.948 3.260

completely overlapped by the other
1451 ~ 2342 Transfer between two spatially separated regions 1I.l76 2.825
1231 ~ 1451 Transfer between adjoining regions 9.361 3.486
1231 ~ 1251 Transfer between partially overlapping regions 7.654 3.782

Table 3. Coordinates for the vertices of the nonconvex region 123451
of Figure 2 when located arbitrarily on a Cartesian coordinate system

Coordinate Pair
Point

Xi Yi

1 -4.0000 -13.1716
2 ,7.3137 -1.8579
3 -I.l716 6.6274
4 2.5858 -3.2721
5 -12.4853 -4.6863
6 == 1 -4.0000 -13.1716

potential impact of this reconfiguration on ATIA system
response time. Some insight into the potential impact of this
protection zone modification can be provided by a good
estimate of the change in initial attack airbase-to-fire travel
distance (and therefore flight time). Procedures described in

the first article of this series show that removal of area D
shortens the expected flight distance from the given airbase
location to an initial attack fire from 196 to 182 km, a
reduction of 7% in the expected flight distance. It is also
found, using these previously presented procedures, that
there is only minimal impact on variability in airbase-to-fire
flight distance. The SD of flight distance drops slightly,
from 79 to 77 km. The relative consistency in flight distance
to fires from the airbase should continue at the same level
under the proposed reconfiguration.

A second consideration is the impact of the reconfigura
tion on a fire-to-fire reallocation dispatch. Using the ana
lytical methodology and computational procedures of this
article the expected fire-to-fire flight distance results shown
in Table 4 have been obtained. On most sorties the airtanker
attacks a single fire and returns to its airbase; transfer to a

Table 4. Fire-to·fire flight distance parameters calculated for the original and reconfigu~ed initial attack protection zone

All permissible flight pattemsa

p{X}b

P{YjX}C
B

Y C
D
Ab

P{Pattem}d

E{Dist; X~y}e
B

y C
D
Ab

E{ DistlPattem}f

E{Dist}

Original protection zone Reconfigured protection zone

AblBlB/Ab Ab/CIB/Ab AblDlB/Ab AblBlB/Ab Ab/CIB/Ab NA
AblB/C/Ab Ab/C/C/Ab· AblD/C/Ab AblB/C/Ab Ab/C/C/Ab NA
AblBlD/Ab Ab/CID/Ab AblDlD/Ab NA NA NA

AblB/Ab Ab/C/Ab AblD/Ab AblB/Ab Ab/C/Ab NA

X X
B C D B C D
0.3 0.5 0.2 0.375 0.625 NA
B C D B C D
0.120 0.040 0.020 0.120 0.040 NA
0.040 0.080 0.050 0.040 0.080 NA
0.010 0.020 0.050 NA NA NA
0.830 0.860 0.880 0.840 0.880 NA
0.036 0.020 0.004 0.045 0.025 NA
0.012 0.040 0.010 0.015 0.050 NA
0.003 0.010 0.010 NA NA NA
0.249 0.430 0.176 0.315 0.550 NA
B C D B C D

19I.l 260.2 329.2 19I.l 260.2 NA
260.2 139.8 150.7 260.2 139.8 NA
329.2 150.7 61.2 NA NA NA
190.6 176.3 253.9 190.6 176.3 NA
572.2 627.1 773.6 572.2 627.1 NA
627.1 492.4 580.8 627.1 492.4 NA
773.6 580.8 568.9 NA NA NA
38I.l 352.6 507.7 38I.l 352.6 NA
418.9 389.4

a Each pennissible flight pattern starts and ends at the airbase (Ab): Only one fire-to-fire transfer is a possibility before· returning to the airbase.
b Given that an ATIAfire has occurred in the protection zone of the airbase, the probability that it is in area X.
C Probability of sending the AT currently assigned to an ATIA fire in area X directly to a second ATIA fire in area Yor, alternatively, back to t!).e airbase.
d Probability of each of the listed permissible flight patterns; i.e., P{fiX} P {X}.
C Expected one-way flight distance from a fire in area X to a fire in area Y (calculated using the analytical procedure of this article) or the distance between
X and the airbase (based on the procedures and· results found in Greulich 2003). .
f Expected total flight distance including distance from the airbase to the first ATIA fire, distance from the first fi~e to the second, if a second fire occurs,
and the return distance to the airbase; listed values correspond to the specified flight patterns. v*''''~.
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second fire would be the exception. This likely operational
characteristic has been acknowledged through the assigned
conditional transfer probabilities, P{YlX}. It should be noted
that these reallocatiori probabilities would, in practice, be
empirical probabilities based on observed ATIA fire occur
rence under specific fire-related conditions during a speci
fied period of time. It is convenient for the illustrative
purposes of this article to assume that these ATIA fire
occurrence and airtanker reallocation probabilities are for
any day during the fire season that meets specific ATIA
fire-related conditions. Such conditions may include, for
example, the fire danger rating classification for an area [4].
The conditional reallocation probabilities of Table 4 may
also reflect past, or planned, fire-to-fire dispatch policy as
well as empirical probabilities based on historically ob
served overlapping ATIA fires.

All of the flight patterns to be analyzed in this example
are shown at the top of Table 4. The probability of observ
ing each possible pattern and its expected total transfer
flight distance for this day-type have been calculated and
are listed in the table. The sum product of these probabilities
and their associated transfer-flight distances yield the ex
pected total transfer-flight distance parameter for the pro
tection zone on this day-type. The expected sortie transfer
flight distance for the original and reconfigured zone are
419 and 389 km, respectively [5]. These values represent a
7% decrease in the expected transfer-flight distance for
ATIA fires occurring on this day-type with these sortie
patterns and probabilities. In restricting attention only to
fire-to-fire flight distances and ignoring the flight segments
out of and returning to the airbase, the expected flight
distance during reallocation transfer goes from 184 to 193
km. This is an unanticipated 4% increase in flight distance
during reallocation under the new configuration.

In summary then, the proposed change in protection zone
configuration might be expected to reduce the distance
flown from the airbase to an initial attack fire from 196 to
182 km; however, the distance to be flown to a second fire,
when it occurs concurrently with the first and direct transfer
reallocation takes place, actually increases from 184 to 193
km. This increased fire-to-fire flight distance would have
been hard to anticipate in the absence of this analytical
assessment.

Continuing with the impact analysis, it is noted that the
expected number of initial attack fires falling under the
jurisdiction of the airbase on this day-type will drop by 20%
under this new protection zone configuration. If initial at
tack· jurisdiction for these fires is reassigned to another
airbase, the impact assessment on total airtanker system
performance should include an examination of the second

.airbase's fleet and infrastructure response. Such system
level changes must be considered in assessing the ultimate
cost-effectiveness of the reconfiguration.

Concluding Observations

These analytical results and their software implementa
tion represent a different way of specifying, through the use
of statistical distribution parameters, the travel distances
associated with random fire-start occurrence. Exceptional

accuracy and low computation times may now make it
feasible to modify existing models to more effectively ac
commodate operational fire-to-fire transfer activity. These
results place the specification ofkey travel distance param
eters on a firm analytical footing, a foundation that has been
verified,using results taken from a wide range of indepen
dent sources and alternative methods of derivation. A com
pletely general, polygon-to-polygon, statistical parameter
description of straight-line travel distance between random
points is now available to researchers.

New modeling opportunities are opened up by the ana
lytical approach presented in this and the preceding two
articles. The spatial occurrence of fire starts is quite descrip
tively and flexibly based on the geometric elements of
points, line segments, and polygonal regions. The rapid and
accurate summary specification of travel distance to random
fire occurrence locations within a protection zone, the
boundaries of which can be redefined on the fly, has the
potential to open up new modeling applications for which
computational time has been a restricting factor.

At a more basic level, knowledge of the population mean
and variance gives rise to the possibility of applying prob
abilistic inequalities (Savage 1961) to a range of manage
ment problems. In the case of probabilistic inequalities the
development of other moments of the distribution by the
methodology shown in the three articles of this series can
widen the choice and sharpen the bounds of these probabi
listic inequalities. When working with the mean of multiple
fire starts, it is anticipated that the analyst will now be able
to appeal to the central-limittheorem even under the expec
tation of relatively few fire-start occurrences within the
period and (or) area of interest. It is possible that many
fire-start distance distributions will have a shape that re
quires only a few observations to achieve an approximation
that is adequate for most operational uses [6]. Probabilistic
manipulation of these new parameters makes the application
of more advanced techniques, such as chance-constrained
programming and queuing system bounding and approxi
mation methods, potential decision tools for airtanker
management.

There remain research questions, the solutions to which
would enhance the applicability of this approach to model
ing airtanker system behavior. For example, the assumption
of statistical independence in fire starts merits carefully
examination. There may be applications in which modeling
under the assumption of I'tatistical independence will give
u·nacceptablypoor or misleading results, e.g., the recurrent
observation of lightning and arson fires during periods of
extreme fire weather. Research that incorporates advances
in relevant topics such as space-time clustering should be a
high priority under these conditions. Also, as previously
mentioned, there may be a need to know the higher mo
ments of the distance distribution. In this regard it would
appear that the current derivational procedure may be suit
able for their development as well.

Finally, it is hoped that the lengthy formulas 'and com
putational procedures of these three articles will soon be
expressed in additional software implementations that are
readily accessible to a wide.! range of users. At the present

""l:;\_
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time no commercial geographic information systems pack
age can generate these parameters. Until easily used soft
ware routines are available it seems likely that these results
will not be widely used outside the research community. It
is with this expectation of future software development that
the detailed. formula descriptions and worked examples of
these articles have been provided. It is hoped that this
in-depth presentation of the matelial will facilitate the tran
sition of these procedures from a research methodology to a
commonly applied tool in wildfire control.

Endnotes

[1] Reproduced in accordance with the Research Press Policy of the
National Research Council (NRC) of Canada.

[2] Fire starts are distributed as a homogeneous Poisson process within
each partition.

[3] An executable Fortran program for the calculation of the polygon-to
polygon travel parameters described in this paper may be downloaded
from the following website: faculty.washington.edu/greulichfResearch.
htm

[4] For an example of the identification and development of similar
empirical probabilities the intereSted reader is referred to Greulich and
O'Regan (1975).

[5] Distances flown to water pickup points while fighting the fire are
excluded from all calcuiations in this example.

[6] Good judgment and empirical evidence may be required in estimating
the number of fire starts needed to achIeve a sufficiently close approx
imation to the normal distribution; see Snedecor and Cochran (1980)
for two contrasting examples.
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Appendix A

The derivations of this appendix follow the pattern es
tablished in a previous article (Greulich 2005). First, a
similarity transformation is applied· to the geometric· ele
ments of interest (Mortenson 1995). Next, a statistical pro
cedure developed by Crofton (Kendall and Moran 1963) is
applied, and the resulting differential equation is solved for
the desired result. The total derivation proceeds stepwise,
with each step building on previous results. For example, to
develop the expected distance from a line to a trapezoid, the
previously derived expected distance from a point to a line
(Greulich 2003) and the expected distance between line
segments (Greulich 2005) must be used. The development
of this article starts with the derivation of the first moment
about the origin for the distance between one randomly
located point on a line segment and a second randomly
located point within a trapezoid.·

Consider the trapezoid and separate line segment of
Figure AI. By suitable translations any line-trapezoid com
bination of relevance to this development can be moved so
that the line segment starts at the origin of the axes as
illustrated. The general location of the trapezoid is irrele~

vant, but note that two of its sides are parallel to the y-axis.
The selection of this orientation for the trapezoid is essential
to follow-on developments.

A dilation transformation about the origin is now applied
(Mortenson 1995). A dilation factor, k, can result in an
expansion (k > 1) or contraction (0 :5 k < 1) of the plotted
geometric elements. In this instance the dilation factor is set
equal to 1 + AK, where AK > O. An arbitrary reference
point, y, may be selected on the positive branch of the
y-axis. On applying the dilation factor the value of y is
changed to y'; i.e., y' = kyo Defining y' - y = Ay, it may
then be shown that AK = Ay/y. In a similar fashion, the
length, L, of any line segment has ·been increased' by an
amount AL. The length, L', of a dilated line may be calcu
lated as L' = (L + LAK),and AUL = AK. Likewise the
coordinates of any arbitrary'pQi~t(Xi' Yi) are, after dilation,

--~---~_._----



(A2a)

Figure AI, A dilation transformation about the origin (radiating dot
ted lines) is applied to a line segment and trapezoid (solid lines) giving
the transformed line segment and trapezoid (dashed lines).

given by (x;', Y;') = (Xi + xiAK, Yi + Y;l1K). Again referring
to Figure AI, note the convention followed here: corner
indexing on the trapezoid will always start with the lower
left corner and ·proceed in a counterclockwise fashion. Each
side of the trapezoid is also numbered, starting with the
lower boundary and moving coun~erclockwise. These side
lengths of the trapezoid are labeled Li . By virtue of the
dilation, the area, A, of the original trapezoid has increased
by an amount M. These incremental areas are labeled in
concert with their respective sides as Mi' Inspection of the
specific configuration in Figure Al reveals that for small
increments, M 2 and M 3 add to the total area, whereas M I

and M 4 reduce the original area so that A' = A - M I +
M 2 + M 3 - M 4 • The respective counterclockwise listed
corner indices for each of these incremental areas are
(122'1'), (22'3'3), (433'4'), and (11'4'4). Recall that one
form of the coordiriatearea formula may be written as

1 4

Area = 2 2:(X;Yi+1 - Xi+IY;), (Al)
;=1

where (xs, Ys) = (Xl' YI)' and a counterclockwise orienta
tion is observed (Shih 1995). Applying this formula to the
four incremental areas defined by their above-listed corner
indices, the following approximations are obtained after
j),.K2 terms have been dropped and AK= Ay/y is inserted:

AA 1 = (XZYI - XIYz) ( ;),

Figure A2. A dilation transformation about the origin (radiating dot
ted lines) is applied to two trapezoids (solid lines) giving the trans
formed trapezoids (dashed lines).

Crofton's procedure is now applied. One point will be
located, at random, along the length L + AL, and a second
point will be randomly located on the area A + M. By
conditioning on all possible locations of the two randomly
located points, the expected distance, G, from one of these
points to the other can be written as

G(y + Af) = [(A + M~(L + AL)J

X [ALG(y) - M1LF1 + MzLFz

+ M 3LF3 - M 4LF4 + AALE{DA}]. (A3)

G(y + Ay) is the mean distance after the dilation, and G(y)
is the mean distance before the dilation. Fi is the expected
distance from line segment L to the line approached in the
limit as the area M i becomes infinitesimally small; i.e., AK
goes to O. The value of Fi is found via formulas given in a
previous publication (Greulich 2005). The actual procedure
used .to calculate each F i depends on whether the line
segment L is parallel, or not, fo trapezoid side L i . It is also
to be noted that if line segment 2 or line segment 4 has zero
length, the respective M i contribution is also O. The for
mula for the expected distance, E{DA }, is also found in a
previous publication (Greulich 2003). In this case the ex
pectation is that for the random distance from the end point
of line segment L to a random point within the trapezoid
area A. Note here also that evaluation of the expected
distance is based on the limiting location, the end of line
segment L as AL goes to 0 and the limiting (original) area A
as M goes to O.

Inspecting the specific case illustrated in Figure Al from
which formulas A2a-A2d were written it is possible to write

Now, after substituting for the incremental areas on the right
using Equations A2a-A2d and reducing, it is found that

AAz = (XZY3 - X3Yz)(;) ,

AA3= (X3Y4 -X4Y3)(;),

(A2b)

(A2c)

(A4)

(A5)

(A2d) Substitute A5 into the denominator of Equation A3 to
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[-(XZYI - XIYZ)SI + (XzY3 - X3YZ)SZ

+ (X3Y4 - X4Y3)S3 - (XIY4 - X4YI)S4 + AE{Dl}]
- A

where the value for yeo is given by AIO. In obtaining this

solution the constant ofintegration was found to be equal to

obecause when y (the scale variable) equals 0, G must also

equalO.
Essentially the same development is used to obtain the

second moment, T, about the origin. Using formulas and

notation provided in Greulich (200S) it is noted that Si and

E{D~} are both proportional to l so that the differential

equation becomes

obtain, after eliminating the (Ay/y)z term,

G(y + Ay) = [AL + 3~L(AY/Y)]
X [ALG(y) - M1LF1+ MzLFz

+ M 3LF3 - M 4LF4 + AALE{DA}]. (A6)

Subtract G(y) from each side, divide each side by Ay,

substitute for Ai using Equations A2a-A2d, and cancel

terms to obtain

G(y + Ay) - G(y) = [ I ]

Ay A + 3A(Ay/y)

X [( -y3A)G(Y) _ (XZYI ~XlYz)FI + (XzY3 ~X3Yz)Fz

+ (X3Y4 ~ X4Y3 )F3 _ (XIY4 ~ X4YI )F4 + (~)E{DA}J.
(A7)

where

dT(y) (3)CiY + YT(y) = yCb (AI2)

(A13)

Equation A9 is a linear differential equation of the first

order for which the solution is found to be

Take the limit, (Ay --;> 0), and move G(y) to the leftchand

side of the equation. It is noted that the limiting values for

Fi and E{DA } have already been inserted:

dG(y) (3)--elY + YG(y)

=[(:y)][-(XzYl - XlYZ)F1 + (XzY3 - X3YZ)Fz

+ (X3Y4 - X4Y3)F3 - (XIY4 - X4YI)F4 + AE{DAlJ . (A8)

In this equation all points, lines, and areas have their orig

inal (starting) values because k = I at the taken limit.

All terms on the right-hand side of Equation A8 can be

written as functions of Y, which can be used as a s«aling

variable during any dilation.transformation. It is observed

that these functions have the following proportional rela

tionships to Y under dilation: Xi exy, Yi ex y, Fi ex y, E{DA }

ex y, and A ex yZ
• After factoring out and canceling y values

the right-hand side of A8 is found to be a constant and will

be designated Co. The differential equation is rewritten as

(AI4)

( AY)M z = (XzY3) Y , (AISa)

. (AY)AA3= (X3Y4 - X4Y3) Y , (ISb)

M 4 = (XIY4)(;), (ISc)

AB6 = (X6Y7) ( ;), (AISd)

AB7 "'" (X7Ys - XSY7) ( ;), (AISe)

The solution to this differential equation is given by

yZC1
T(y) = -S-,

with lCI given by Equation A13.

With these results for the first two moments of the

random distance betWeen a line segment and a trapezoid, it

is now possible to calculate the first two moments for the

random distance between two trapezoids or between two

random points within a single trapezoid.. (It is left to the

interested reader to extend these line segment~to-trapezoid

results to the evaluation of transfer distances between rec

tifiable lines and polygonal regions.) The derivation proce

dure is fundamentally the same as was just applied for the

calculation of G and T values.

With specific reference to Figure A2 in which a dilation

of I + AK has been applied, the following approximations

to the incremental areas are obtained:

and

(A9)

(AIO)

dG(y) (3)
~+ YG(y) = Co,

where, before cancellation of y,

yCo

yCo
G(y) =4' (All) (AISf)
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With specific reference to Figure A2 it is found that 6 .

4

01--_....:.__....:.. 1..-_-&.__-;-__

o

y

4

Once again by applying Crofton's procedure the expected
distance between a randomly located point within area A +
M and another located in area B + AB is found by condi
tioning on all possible locations in both cases. The indexing
on G; indicate~ the expected distance from the line forming
trapezoid side i to the interior area of the other trapezoid:

and

H(y + Ay) = [(A + M)\B + AB)]

X [ABH(y) + AAB6G6 + AAB7G7

'- AABsGs + M 2BG2 + M 3BG3 - M 4BG4]. (AI6)

x

Figure Bl. Two polygonal regions (both triangles) have their vertices
uniquely numbered, each in a counterclockwise direction. The x-coor
dinates for these six vertices are lettered so that individual trapezoidal
areas may be uniquely identified when referenced in the text.

Appendix B

After canceling out Y on the right-hand side of Equation
A17, the solution to this differential equation is found to be

yC2 == [A(X6Y7)G6 + A(X7YS ~ XSY7)G7 - A(xsys)Gs

+ (X2Y3)BG2 + (X3Y4 - X4Y3)BG3 - (XIY4)BG4].

(AI8)

The resulting differential equation is

dH(y) (4) [1]dY + YH(y) = (ABy) [yC2J,

where

(AI7)

The application of the trapezoid-to-trapezoid moment
equations of Appendix A is most easily accomplished by
using the coordinate area formula in the following manner.
Each of two polygonal regions is delineated in the conven
tionalmanner with counterclockwise numbering of the ver~

tices starting from an arbitrary vertex on each polygon.
Figure B1 illustrates this delineation of two regions, which
will be used as an example for the development that follows.
(The reason for not numbering the vertices of R2 starting
with 1 will become clear in the development that follows, in
which each of the six vertices must have a unique identify
.ing number.)

Another way that the coordinate area formula may be
written, using a counterclockwise orientation, is (Shih 1995)

where

where yC2 is given by Equation A18.
The second moment of the random distance from one

trapezoId to the other is calculated as

y2C3 == [A(X6Y7)T6+ A(X7YS - xSY7)T7

- A(xsYs)Ts + (X2Y3)BT2 + (X3Y4 - X4Y3)BT3

- (XIY4)BT4]. (A2l)

(Bl)n [(Y; + Yi+l) ]
A = ~ 2 (x; - Xi+J .

Here it is observed that each term in the expansion of this'
formula is the area of the trapezoid corresponding to a side
of the region being traversed. For example, the first term in
the area calculation of R I is [(Vz)(yl + Y2)(XI - X2)]' It is
noted that the sign of this particular area, trapezoid bc21, is
negative because Xi > Xl' The next term in the expansion of
formula B 1 corresponds to the area of trapezoid ac23 and is
positive in sign. The·final term, the area oftrapezoid ab13,
is negative. Adding these three terms leaves the area of
region R I as a positive value. In this specific example

Table Bl. Signed trapezoid areas calculated and summed for the six
sides Of the two triangles

(AI9)

(A20)

yC2
H(y) = 5AB'

The first and second moments, H and U, for the random'
distance between two trapezoids have now been derived.
These formulas, when used with their attendant computa-
tional procedures,. provide the first two moments for any i:

two trapezoids, whether disjoint, partially overlapping, or
exactly overlapping.

Trapezoid i Area; Trapezoidj Areaj

1 -1.5 4 4.0
2 5.0 j: 5 3.0
3 -2.0 6 -4.0

SUM= 1.5 SUM= 3.0
-''i"".
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Table B2, Signed cross products of the six trapezoid areas that are to
be used as weights

P{456} = [P{ef45}+ P{de56} - P{df46}]. (:B2b)

Substituting for the probabilities on the right-hand side of
these two formulas,

The same observations apply to Rz. where, with attention to
signs, the following is obtained:

(B4b)6 [( )
1 Yj + Yj+l

P{456} =~ 2: 2 (Xj - Xj+l)],
df456 j=4

1 3 6

P{123 n 456} = A
ac2

:0df456 i~~

The caution on i and j indexing previously mentioned for
Equations B4a and B4b must also be observed here. The
individual components in the numerator of this formula,
{[AreaJ[Area)}, are shown in Table B2. When divided by
the quantity in the denominator, AacZ:0df456, these individ
ual terms give the probability that the random point falls
within the corresponding trapezoid. These trapezoid proba
bilities are used for weighting the expected distances, Hij'

from trapezoid i to trapezoid j. The expected distances
between trapezoids have been calculated as described in
Appendix A, and their values for this. example are given in
Table B3. (Parenthetically it is noted that these numerical
results provide an important intermediate computational
check for future computer software programming.) In con
tinuing with the current example of the nine pairings of
trapezoids i and j, the weighted mean distance between R1

and Rz is found to be

where in this formula (X], Y7) =:; (X4, Y4)' It is observed in
. these equations that the appropriate signs are automatically

applied to the calculated areas.
Because the two points are independently distributed, the

joint probability that the first point falls in R 1 and the second
in Rz is the product of their individual probabilities, viz.
P{123 n 456} = P{123}P{456}. Substituting B4a andB4b
for P{123} and P{456}, respectively, the following is
obtained:

(B2a)

(B3a)P{123} = [_ AbC21 + Aac23
_ AabI3

],
Aac23 Aac23 Aac23

P{123} + [-P{bc21} + P{ ac23} - P{abl3}].

j

(Area;)(Area) 4 5 6

1 -6.0 -4.5 6.0
i: 2 20.0 15.0 -20.0

3 -8.0 -6.0 8.0
SUM= 6.0 4.5 -6.0 4.5

[-1.5] + [+5] + [-2] = 1.5 square units of area in R 1•

These results for all three trapezoids of each region are
given in Table B1.

Assume now that two random points are independently
distributed. One of these points is distributed at random
(uniformly) over the area ac23 (AacZ3), and the second point
is distributed randomly over the area df456 (Adf456)' It is
required that the expected distance between these two points
be calculated, given that the first point falls within R1 and
the second within Rz.

The probability that the first point falls within R1 is a
function of the two areas, viz. P{ l23} = (A123/AacZ3)' Like
wise for Rz is obtained: P{456} = (A45JAdf456)' Now the
probability that the first point falls within R1 may also be
written as the probability that it falls within area ac23,
P{ac23}, minus the probability that it falls in either area
abl3, P{abl3}, or area bc21, P{bc21}:

Table B3. Expected flight distances between each of the mn (3 x 3 =
9) trapezoids

factoring out the denominator in each case and using the
aforementioned coordinate area formula, these formulas
may be conveniently written as

[
A A A]P{456} = ef45 + de56 _ df46 •

Adf456 Adf456 Adf456

(B6)

Cancellation of A acZ3 and Adf456 in numerator and denomi
nator has already been done· in this formuia. The numerical
value of the denominator in Equation B6 for the example at
hand is shown as the final, right-hand sum in Table B2.

Shown here for two general triangles, this procedure may
be appUed to any two polygonal regions including those that
are disjoint and (or) have excluded enclaves. It is also
applicable to the analysis of random distances within a
single polygonal region. It must be emphasized, if it is not
already clear, that the polygonai regions do not have to be
partitioned into triangles to apply this general procedure.
For the specific example of this development, the results are
an expected distance, H, of 3.2791, and an expected square
of the distance, U, of 1I.166il.

"'.,;;,

(B3b)

(B4a)

6

2.7530
3.3954
3.8746

j

5

2.5100
3.0214
3.5027

3.3959
3.8772
4.3786

4

1
2
3

1 3 [(Y;+YHI) ]P{123} = A 2: 2 (x; - XHI) ,
ac23 ;= I

i:

and
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Appendix C 2A I 2A2 so that Equation Cl can be rewritten as

(C6)

m n p q

= 4L L L LD('TJ, 'T2,j, 'l71,b 'l72,l)A'I72~'I71Lh2A'Tl' (C7)
i=1 j=1 k=1 1=1

E{D}

E{D}

,
where substitution into the distance equation has been made
using C5.

Any polygonal region can be completely divided into
mutually exclusive triangular components. Typically there
are many alternative ways that a polygonal region can be
subdivided into triangles; for this analysis, however, no
preferential way of subdividing the region was specified,
and all are treated as being equally acceptable. The analysis
of the random distance between two polygonal regions
starts with the complete subdivision of each region into
mutually exclusive triangular components. Each triangular
component of one region, in tum, is numerically integrated
with respect to every triangular component of the second
region. All such triangle-to-triangle results are then com
bined by area (probability) weighting to provide the region
to-region results used in the verification process.

Developing a numerical integration approximation based
on C6 starts with the formula

where 'TI,i = (lIm)(i - [lh]) and 'T2J = (lIn)(j - (lI2]) until
'T2J;=: 1 - 'TI,t with finite subdivisions A'TI = 11m and A'T2
= lin. Likewise 'l7I,k = (lIp)(k - (liz]) and '172,1 = (lIq)(l 
[lh]) until 'l72,1;=:1 - 'l7l,k with finite subdivisions A'I71 = lip
and A'Y/2 = lIq. This placement of the points ('Tl' 'T0 and
('171' '172) results in distance being measured from the center
of the finite element in one triangle to the center of the finite
element in the second triangle. Each of the finite elements
within the original triangles is a parallelogram. An excep
tion is noted for those elements falling along the extreme
edge of each triangle, which are only half of a correspond
ing parallelogram element. This boundary effect becomes
less significant as the number of subdivisions becomes
larger. The actual number of subdivisions m, n, p, and q is
determined by the analyst's desired precision during the
approximation process. Convergence is quite slow with this
basic approach, and programming modifications that im
prove the convergence rate are possible, Such modifications
are not presented here as they are peripheral to defining the
basic numerical integration process and would unnecessar
ily complicate the presentation. A similar procedure was
used to obtain a numerical estimate of the expected square
of the random distance between two polygonal regions.

(C3)

(C4)

(C5)

The numerical evaluation of this equation can be facilitated
by a change of variables from (X, Y, S, 1) to ('T1, 'T2, '171' '170
(Dahlquist and Bjork 1974). The comers of each triangle are
written using barycentric coordinates. Every point (X, Y)
within this triangle can then be uniquely identified by the
relationship

The results given in the body of this article have been
calculated through the use of analytically derived formulas.
These specific results have been indepeadently checked by
numerical methods to the number of digits shown in the
article. A summary overview of the numerical method used
to check these results is presented in this appendix.

The expected distance between a point (X, Y) randomly
located within a triangular region of area AI' and a second
point (S, 1) randomly located within a different triangular
region of area A2 is given by

E{D} = [Al~JJJJJD(X, Y, S, T) dS dT dX dY, (CI)

AI A2

D(X, Y, S, 1') = [(X - S)2 + (Y - T?]l/2. . (C2)

where

and the appropriate specification of'Ti and 'T2 by this one
to-one linear mapping. For points falling within the triangle
and on its boundary, the variables 'TI and 'T2 assume values
in the range [0, 1] and the constraint 'Tl + 'T2:::; 1 is imposed.
Likewise for the second triangle where '171 and '172 assume
values in the range [0, 1] and the constraint '171 + '172 :::; 1 is .
imposed the relationship is

and, finally then

The determinant of the Jacobian for this transformation is

I,.
i
I~

I
I
!
!
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